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Ferromagnetism in topological insulators (TIs) opens a topologically non-trivial exchange band
gap, providing an exciting platform to manipulate the topological order through an external
magnetic field. Here, we experimentally show that the surface of an antiferromagnetic thin film can
independently control the topological order of the top and the bottom surface states of a TI thin film
through proximity couplings. During the magnetization reversal in a field scan, two intermediate
spin configurations stem from unsynchronized magnetic switchings of the top and the bottom
AFM/TI interfaces. These magnetic configurations are shown to result in new topological phases
with non-zero Chern numbers for each surface, introducing two counter-propagating chiral edge
modes inside the exchange gap. This change in the number of transport channels, as the result of the
topological transitions, induces antisymmetric magneto-resistance spikes during the magnetization
reversal. With the high Nï¿œel ordering temperature provided by the antiferromagnetic layers,
the signature of the induced topological transition persists in transport measurements up to a
temperature of around 90K, a factor of three over the Curie temperature in a typical magnetically
doped TI thin film.
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Currently there is immense interest in the manipulation of ferromagnetic phases in
topological insulators (TIs) through either doping with magnetic species or through
proximity coupling to a strong ferromagnetic system. This interest is driven by the novel
physics which is predicted to emerge as a consequence of the TIs’ non-trivial topology in k
space [1–3]. The Dirac fermion surface states of three-dimensional TIs are robust against
lattice defect perturbations, non-magnetic imperfections, and surface reconstructions [4–8].
Breaking time-reversal symmetry in these systems with magnetic dopants such as Cr or V
opens an exchange band gap, inducing a finite Berry curvature and leading to an intrinsic
anomalous Hall effect (AHE) [9, 10]. Inside this exchange gap, non-zero Chern numbers of
±1 arise, protecting a chiral AHE edge mode which encircles the boundary of the TI thin film
[1–3, 11]. Similar to the edge mode in conventional quantum Hall effects, back scattering
is forbidden in the chiral mode, enabling dissipationless charge transport. Furthermore,
the direction of the momentum and spin of the surface Dirac fermions are locked to be
perpendicular, leading to many potential spintronic applications [12, 13]. These unique
features make TIs a distinctive and exciting platform for investigating the interplay between
charge and spin in topologically non-trivial matters.
Despite their exotic magneto-transport properties, the implementation of novel spintronic
devices based on TI systems remain conceptual, largely due to the low magnetic ordering
temperatures, small exchange gaps, and the potential fluctuations induced by the randomly
distributed dopants. In search for high-temperature TI spintronics, conventional mechanisms
to introduce ferromagnetic order suffer from significant limitations. For example, although
higher Cr and V-doping levels increase the magnitude of the exchange gap, they also modify
the band order such that the topologically protected surface states may be eliminated in
heavily doped magnetic TIs [14–16]. This confinement to low-level doping restricts accessible
Curie temperatures (TC) to cryogenic temperatures, as the large distance between magnetic
dopants weakens the Heisenberg exchange coupling between neighbouring spins. The other
common method for achieving ferromagnetic TIs is interfacial proximity coupling to adjacent
ferromagnets. Since the magnetic order in this case is introduced extrinsically by an adjacent
ferromagnetic layer with a high TC, it may persist at much higher temperatures than that
induced by magnetic doping [17–19]. Proximity induced magnetization of the TI in these
systems is both hard to achieve and extremely difficult to characterize, with the signal
from the ferromagnet swamping out the contribution from the TI layers. Furthermore,
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the ferromagnet produces significant stray fields and is easily affected by perturbations in
external magnetic fields or currents, making crosstalk a problem, adversely affecting the
device scalability [20].
Here, we propose the use of an antiferromagnet (AFM) interfacing to a TI thin
film as an alternative method to introduce a higher-TC magnetic order. Similar to the
ferromagnet/TI system, the proximity-induced magnetization in the AFM/TI structure
originates in the localized electronic wave-function overlap at the interface owing to the
magnetically uncompensated surface of the AFM [21]. More importantly, proximity to
AFMs has been experimentally shown to enhance the surface magnetization of a TI thin
film induced by the interfacial exchange coupling [22]. AFMs have vanishingly small net
magnetization and consequently neither produce stray fields nor affect the characterization
of the TI layer. Therefore the magnetic order is robust against the external magnetic
field or moderate current perturbations, minimizing the crosstalk between devices and
improving scalability. Further, the precession of one spin sub-lattice in an AFM experiences
a comparatively large effective field via the Heisenberg exchange coupling to the other spin
sub-lattice [23]. Consequently, AFM spintronic devices can reach operating frequencies in the
THz range, much higher than the GHz range accessible in ferromagnet-based devices [20, 24].
In this letter, we experimentally demonstrate the proximity-induced ferromagnetism at the
AFM/TI [CrSb/(Bi,Sb)2Te3] interface in an AFM/TI bilayer, an AFM/TI/AFM trilayer,
and an [AFM/TI]n superlattice system. The uncompensated local spins at the interface
magnetize the surface Dirac fermions in the TI robustly, giving rise to an observed AHE
that survives up to 90 K, beyond the TC of a typical magnetically doped TI of ~ 30 K. Equally
important, we observed that the magnetizations of the top and the bottom TI surfaces can
switch in a step-by-step manner. As a result, two antisymmetric magnetoresistance (MR)
peaks show up during the sweep of the magnetic field. These two peaks correspond to
different configurations in the spin texture, representing two distinct topological orders.
Firstly, in order to ascertain the magnetic order in CrSb thin films, superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometry (SQUID) and magneto-transport measurements
were carried out on a 12 nm CrSb layer grown on a GaAs substrate. An external
magnetic field was applied perpendicularly to the film plane. As shown in Fig. 1a, a
vanishingly weak magnetization is captured in the M-H measurement, diminishing quickly
as the temperature increases to ∼ 20K. Such a small magnetization is likely to originate
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Figure 1: Emerging surface magnetizations in antiferromagnet/topological insulator
(AFM/TI) structures. a, temperature-dependent M-H loops of a 12-nm AFM thin film,
CrSb, grown on a GaAs substrate, which exhibits negligible magnetization. b and c show the
results of the longitudinal (Rxx) and the Hall (Rxy) resistance, respectively. The absence of
hysteresis in both measurement results, i.e. the small parabolic curvature in Rxx and the linear
response in Rxy, suggest that the CrSb layer does not generate an AHE intrinsically. d-f show
the corresponding results of an AFM/TI bilayer, demonstrating the transport signature of the
top-surface magnetization of the TI layer induced by proximity. g-i are from an AFM/TI/AFM
trilayer, in which an antisymmetric MR behavior and an AHE are observed. Compared with the
bilayer case, the trilayer contains two individually magnetized TI surfaces due to the proximity to
two CrSb layers, respectively. This allows an intermediate topological order of the TI thin film
when the top and bottom TI surfaces switch in a step-by-step manner. (1µemu = 1 nA ·m2)
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from the uncompensated spins in the AFM layer at the interface [21, 22]. Consistently,
magneto-transport measurements also capture a small negative MR which also vanishes
at around 20K (Fig. 1b). The corresponding Hall resistance obtained (Fig. 1c) in a
2mm× 1mm Hall bar varies linearly with the external field, indicating that the Hall signal
is mainly associated with the ordinary Hall effect. These results suggest that the weak
magnetization in the CrSb thin film results in neither magnetic hysteresis nor intrinsic
AHE.
Strikingly, when the AFM layer was epitaxially grown on a 8-nm TI thin film, a
proximity-induced AHE was observed. As shown in Fig. 1d, the saturation magnetization
is roughly 4× 10−5 emu · cm−2, which is higher than that of the single AFM layer grown on
the substrate (Fig. 1a). This indicates that the polarized TI surface spins contribute extra
magnetic moments to the saturated magnetization. Furthermore, the MR measurement
exhibits a hysteretic butterfly shape which gradually vanishes as the temperature increases
to 90 K, as shown in Fig. 1e. The corresponding Hall resistance results are shown in Fig.
1f. In this figure, a significant AHE signal is evidenced by the large hysteresis even without
subtracting the linear ordinary Hall resistance, indicating a strong magnetic proximity effect
in the AFM/TI bilayer. Moreover, the observed AHE persists at 90 K, which is roughly a
factor of three higher than the TC of a typical Cr-doped TI. This enhancement in TC implies
that the AHE does not originate from Cr diffusion into the TI layer, but is rather dominated
by a proximity-induced AHE, since an extremely heavy Cr doping concentration would be
required to achieve such a high TC. In such a heavily-doped case, the TI film would exhibit
a strong perpendicular magnetization, sharply contradicted by the weak magnetic moment
observed in the AFM/TI bilayer with SQUID, as shown in Fig. 1d.
Surprisingly, when introducing one additional AFM layer to produce a AFM/TI/AFM
sandwich structure, another distinct magnetic feature is revealed. In contrast to Figs. 1a and
d, the M-H results show clear hysteresis loops from 5 K to 20 K (Fig. 1g), which implies the
presence of unsynchronized switching of the top and the bottom AFM layers, given that the
interfacial exchange coupling experienced by the uncompensated spins is strongly determined
by the details (e.g. roughness, defect density, etc.) at the interfaces. Corresponding to this
double-switching, the temperature-dependent MR curves show antisymmetric spikes during
the magnetization reversal process, as shown in Fig. 1h, and these spikes occur when the
corresponding AHE resistance changes sign (Fig. 1i). Meanwhile, both the spike-to-spike
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Figure 2: The topological transition during the double-switching magnetization
reversal. a-d, The band structure of a TI thin film with different top-bottom (red-blue) spin
configurations (B = 16.45 eVï¿œ−2, γ = 3.29 eVï¿œ−1, JH = 0.05 eV). A negligibly small
top-bottom potential drop is numerically added to b for clarity. e, The topological transition
during the reversal of the total magnetization as remarked near the AHE hysteresis and the
corresponding MR curves. The four different topological orders (i-iv) and their band structures are
also schematically shown at different transition points during the field scan. These four different
cases (i-iv) correspond to the band structures as shown in a-d.
distance of the MR curve and the coercivity of the AHE loop have a temperature dependence
which closely matches that of the AFM/TI case with a phase change temperature of around
90 K, underscoring the importance of the interfacial magnetic proximity effect induced by
the two AFM layers. This antisymmetric MR contrasts sharply with the symmetric MR
observed in most ferromagnetic systems [17], as well as the AFM/TI bilayer in this work.
We note that all the M-H, MR, and AHE results presented in Fig. 1 are reproducible
across different batches of samples/devices, enabling us to exclude experimental artifacts
related to the device architectures (e.g. misalignment of the Hall voltage leads, device
sizing effects, etc.). Consequently, we propose that the observed antisymmetric MR of the
AFM/TI/AFM trilayer samples has a surprising origin - topological transitions induced by
the double-switching mechanism, as discussed below.





−Bk2 iγk− V 0
−iγk+ Bk2 0 V
V 0 Bk2 iγk−
0 V −iγk+ −Bk2
+HH (1)
where B > 0 is the parabolic massive component induced by the surface-to-surface coupling,
V denotes the structural inversion asymmetry due to the top-to-bottom electrostatic
potential drop, and γ = ~vF , where vF is the constant group velocity of the surface Dirac
fermions [26, 27]. Due to the surface magnetization, a Hund’s-rule coupling term, HH, is
added to break the time-reversal symmetry:
HH = −JH
 ST · σ 0
0 SB · σ
 (2)
Here, ST and SB represent the spin configurations of the top and the bottom surface
Dirac fermions under the influence of the AFM-induced proximity effect. JH denotes
the interfacial Hund’s-rule coupling and in this case JH > 0. In order to model the
magneto-electric transport behavior of the trilayer structure, we establish a tight-binding
model by discretizing kα → −i∂α. Usually applying a Dirac fermion Hamiltonian in a lattice
structure introduces a Fermi doubling problem, such that the dispersion unphysically closes
the gap at the boundary of the Brillouin zone [28, 29]. However, in the thin-film case, the
non-zero surface-to-surface hybridization-induced parabolic term resolves this problem [30].
The band structure of a thin film with confined boundaries can be obtained using this tight
binding model with different spin configurations, as shown in Figs. 2a-d. Note that HH adds
massive terms to the total Hamiltonian, such that the reversals of ST and SB change the
band order, inducing topological transitions [31]. Assuming a negligible structural inversion
asymmetry term, V = 0. Thus, the two surfaces are block-diagonalized such that the total
Chern number is the sum of the Chern numbers given by the two surfaces: C = CT + CB.
Unlike the case of a pure Dirac fermion, due to the surface-to-surface hybridization, a finite
B > 0 in Eq. 1 makes the upper-left block a typical 2 × 2 Hamiltonian of the quantum
AHE, where integer Chern numbers of ±1 are introduced inside the exchange gap, rather
than ±1/2 [25, 31]. As shown in Figs. 2a-d, the four different spin configurations correspond
to different combinations of CT and CB. When ST and SB are parallel, integer total Chern
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numbers are introduced: C = ±1 (Figs. 2a and c). In an ideal case where only the TI surface
states contribute to the conduction, these two non-zero Chern number configurations give
rise to the quantum AHE, where boundary modes of opposite chiralities are established with
different saturation directions of the total magnetization. The dispersions of these modes
are shown as the coloured linear bands in Figs. 2a and c.
During the reversal of the magnetization, unsynchronized switching occurs, inducing
two intermediate spin configurations with different topological orders. On one hand, when
ST = ↑ and SB = ↓, CT = CB = 0, and the magnetic exchange gap in the TI becomes trivial
(Fig. 2d). On the other hand, in the case when ST = ↓ and SB = ↑, the non-trivial edge
modes with two-fold degeneracy appear (i.e., CT = −1 and CB = 1, see Fig. 2b), yet the
total Chern number is still C = CT+CB = 0. Accordingly, in both of the two configurations
(Figs. 2b and d), the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 restores its time-reversal symmetry, such that the
total Berry curvature is zero and the intrinsic Hall signal is suppressed. However, since the
number of modes inside the exchange gap changes by two, the MR changes significantly when
the Fermi level (F ) is close to the Dirac point, leading to the antisymmetric Rxx behavior.
In Fig. 2e, typical Rxx and Rxy of an AFM/TI/AFM trilayer are plotted together, where
band structures with different topological orders are also illustrated at different stages of
the magnetic field scan.
In order to numerically evaluate the longitudinal resistance, the transport behavior of a
six-terminal Hall bar (as shown in Fig. 3a) is numerically evaluated using nonequilibrium
Green’s functions, based on the tight-binding Hamiltonian established from Eq. 1 (see
Methods) [32, 33]. At zero temperature, the Hall resistance, Rxy, and the longitudinal
resistance, Rxx as functions of F are shown in Fig. 3b, corresponding to the case of ST =
SB = ↑. A quantized plateau of Rxy and a zero Rxx are demonstrated when F is within
the exchange gap. The local density of states near the Dirac point of the Hall bar is shown
as a colour contrast in Fig. 3a, where a single state of the chiral mode is localized at
the boundaries. When kBT increases to 0.6JH, the thermal broadening begins to include
sub-bands, such that the quantization of the AHE begins to vanish, namely, Rxy decreases
while Rxx increases inside the exchange gap. In the experiment, the AHE does not reach
the quantized level. This indicates that states outside the magnetic exchange band gap are
involved in the transport due to either the thermal broadening or the band-edge fluctuations.
In this calculation, kBT > JH is applied to mimic this effect. Rxx at the four different spin
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Figure 3: Numerical simulation results of the charge transport in the Hall bar. a, The
device structure constructed by the tight-binding model corresponding to Eq. 1. Local density of
states calculated at F = 0.03 eV is illustrated by the colour plot. b, Rxy and Rxx obtained from
a nonequilibrium Green’s function calculation at different temperatures. Longitudinal current is
applied between terminal 1 and 4. Rxy is obtained from terminal 2 and 6, while Rxx is calculated
between terminal 2 and 3. c, Rxx as a function of F for the four different spin configurations
(kBT = 1.4JH). Details of the band structures corresponding to different topological orders (i-iv)
are schematically shown for each case. Note that the yellow and blue lines coincide together.
configurations are shown in Fig. 3c, where (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) correspond to the band
structures in Figs. 2a-d, respectively. We found that the Rxx values of (i) and (iii) are higher
than (ii) and lower than (iv) in this scenario, suggesting the Rxx of the two anti-parallel
configurations of ST and SB, i.e. (ST,SB)=(↑,↓) and (ST,SB)=(↓,↑), are greater and smaller
than the Rxx in the parallel cases, respectively. Thus, configuration (ii) produces a dip in
Rxx, while configuration (iv) produces a peak (Fig. 2e).
Following the magnetization switching-related topological transition model described
above, it is expected that the proximity-induced AHE and the antisymmetric MR features
will become more pronounced in the (AFM/TI)n (n is defined as the repeating number of
the AFM/TI bilayer) superlattice structure where more non-identical AFM/TI interfaces
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Figure 4: Multi-channel magnetic proximity effect in a (TI/AFM)n superlattice (SL).
a, a cross-sectional scanning transmission electron microscope image obtained from a SL, which
captures the sharp interfaces between the TI layer sandwiched by two AFM layers. There is a small
in-plane rotation between the top and the bottom CrSb layers when interfacing with TI surfaces,
i.e. the top AFM layer is taken along the (12¯10) zone axis while the bottom one slightly deviates
from it. b and c, Rxx and Rxy results of the superlattice as functions of external perpendicular
magnetic fields at different temperatures. d, polarized neutron reflectivity and e, spin asymmetry
(at 5K with a 700mT in-plane field) normalized to the GaAs substrate for the spin-polarized R↑↑
and R↓↓ channels of the SL. The inset in d shows the corresponding model with structural and
magnetic scattering length densities (SLDs) used to obtain the best fit. The error bars are ±1
standard deviation.
become involved in the proximity process. To confirm this scenario, we prepared a
high-quality superlattice of n = 4 (Fig. 4a), and performed the temperature-dependent
magneto-transport measurements. As expected, even stronger antisymmetric MR and AHE
signals are present; furthermore, multiple spikes are observed in the MR loops during the
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magnetization reversal, which again coincide with the multiple Hall-resistance steps near
the coercivities. Similar to the AFM/TI/AFM trilayer case, these features likely indicate
the unsynchronized switchings of different interfacial channels and the multiple-switching
behavior may stem from larger variations in the switching fields due to the increased number
of slightly different AFM/TI interfaces. Figs. 4b and c provide direct experimental evidences
that the magnetization reversal process occurs in a step-by-step manner in such a superlattice
structure.
To quantitatively investigate the net magnetic polarization with detailed depth-dependent
information, we probed a representative n = 4 superlattice using polarized neutron
reflectometry (PNR). PNR was performed at 5 K in an applied in-plane magnetic field
of 700mT, and the non spin-flip specular reflectivities, sensitive to the depth profile of
the nuclear scattering length density and net in-plane magnetization, were measured as
a function of the momentum transfer vector QZ . Fig. 4d shows the fitted reflectivities
alongside the most likely nuclear and magnetic depth profile, while the magnetic features
may be more clearly seen in the spin asymmetry ratio (defined as the difference between
the two non spin-flip reflectivities normalized by their sum) plotted in Fig. 4e. In this
figure, with the spin asymmetry, we observe small but nonzero splitting (a small dip)
between the reflectivities near the critical edge (QZ = 0.15 nm−1) and at the first order
superlattice reflection (QZ = 0.4 − 0.6 nm−1). Although the resulting magnetization is
extremely weak, the statistical significance of the two features is three and six standard
deviations, respectively.
In fitting the data, we find several models which may describe the data. The most
plausible of these, shown in the inset of Fig. 4d, exhibits a net magnetization at the
interfacial regime. In such a model, the interfacial TI possesses a net magnetization of
approximately 30 emu · cm−3. We note that the PNR data can also be described quite well
by alternative models as discussed in Supplementary Information. However, the model in
which all of the magnetization is localized within the TI yield splitting at the superlattice
peak which is the opposite sign of the measurement. Furthermore, confining all of the
magnetization uniformly within the AFM layer cannot simultaneously match the splitting
magnitude at the critical edge and superlattice peak. Finally, although a model assuming
uniform non-zero magnetizations in both the TI and the AFM layers fits well, there is no
clear mechanism by which the bulk TI might become ferromagnetic through the entire layer.
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Therefore, all of these alternative models (Models 1-3 in Supplementary Information) are
eliminated from consideration and we conclude that a modulated magnetic depth profile
must be present, with the magnetization mainly distributed at the interfaces. This is
consistent with the obseved proximity-induced magnetizations at the AFM/TI interfaces
in both the bilayer and trilayer structures.
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated transport signatures which indicate
a topological transition induced by the anti-parallel magnetizations of the top and the
bottom surface states in a TI thin film. The emergent surface magnetization of a TI is
induced through proximity coupling to antiferromagnetic layers. When both surfaces are
magnetized, two intermediate spin configurations, i.e., (ST,SB)=(↑,↓) and (ST,SB)=(↓,↑),
are introduced during the magnetization reversal process. These intermediate states restore
the overall time-reversal symmetry of the two-surface system. One of the two intermediate
states, i.e. (ST,SB)=(↓,↑), introduces a set of two Chern numbers of ±1, resulting in two
counter-propagating chiral edge modes inside the exchange gap. This change in the number
of transport channels induces antisymmetric magnetoresistance spikes during the scan of
the external field, which exactly coincide with the coercive field of the AHE. By growing
an (AFM/TI)n=4 supperlattice, we introduce more AFM/TI interfaces with different spin
configurations, and can more clearly demonstrate the switching-related topological transition
as well as enhance the AFM-induced proximity effect. This AFM-TI structure provides a
promising new framework for the manipulation of topological orders in TI thin films.
Methods
A. Film growth
All the films were fabricated using an ultrahigh vacuum molecular beam epitaxy system.
Semi-insulating (resistivity larger than 106Ω-cm ) GaAs (111) substrates were pre-annealed
in the growth chamber at 580 °C for the desorption of the native surface oxide. The
substrate temperature was then reduced and maintained at 200 °C for the remained of
the fabrication process. High-purity Bi and Cr were evaporated from standard Knudsen
cells while Sb and Te were evaporated by standard thermal cracker cells. All the epitaxial
growth was monitored by an in-situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED).
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For the growth of both (Bi,Sb)2Te3 and CrSb layers, the growth conditions were optimized
to obtain very sharp, smooth, streaky RHEED patterns, while the intensity oscillations were
used to calibrate growth rates. These growth rates were determined to be around 0.08 and
0.06 ï¿œ/s for (Bi,Sb)2Te3 and CrSb, respectively. After growth, 2 nm of Al layers were
evaporated on all the sample surfaces in-situ at room temperature for protection against
contamination and oxidation.
B. Nonequilibrium Green’s function calculation
The NEGF calculation was carried out using the tight-binding model established from
the k · p Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) by discretizing the differential operators after applying
kα → −i∂α. The terminals were assumed to be semi-infinite leads which were truncated into
self-energy terms: GR = [−HD −
∑
i Σi]
−1, where GR is the retarded Green’s function,
HD is the isolated tight-binding Hamiltonian of the device, and Σi = t†igRi ti is the self
energy obtained from the surface Green’s function (gRi ) and the hopping term between
the device and the semi-infinite leads (ti). Following the standard Landauer-Bï¿œttiker
linear response picture, the terminal current, Ii, and the voltage, Vi = µi/e, can be







δµ, where f0 (− F ) is the Fermi distribution,
I = (I1, I2, · · · , I6)T denotes the current at different terminals, and δµ = (δµ1, · · · , δµ6)T
is the chemical potential shift (δµi = µi − F). The transmission matrix was obtained
by Ti,j = Tr[ΓiGRi,jΓjGAi,j] for i 6= j and Ti,i = −
∑







i,j . The Hall resistance can be obtained by fixing the bias along the longitudinal
direction and solving for the bias at different terminals, assuming zero terminal currents in
the transverse direction.
C. Polarized Neutron Reflectometry
PNR measurements were performed using the polarized beam reflectometer (PBR)
instrument at the NIST Center for Neutron Research. The sample was cooled to 5 K in an
applied in-plane field of 700 mT. Incident and scattered neutrons were spin polarized either
spin-up (↑) or spin-down (↓) with respect to the applied magnetic field. Two spin-flippers and
polarizing supermirrors were used to select the incident and scattered neutron polarization
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direction. Thus, we measured the non spin-flip reflectivities as a function of the momentum
transfer along the film normal direction in a range of 0.1 ∼ 1.0 nm−1. The neutron
propagation direction was perpendicular to both the sample surface and the applied field
direction. Based on magnetometry measurements showing in-plane magnetization saturation
below the applied field of 700 mT, spin-flip scattering is not expected. Therefore, we
measured the spin-up and spin-down reflectivities using full polarization analysis to ensure
that the incident and scattered beams retained identical neutron polarization directions.
We refer, therefore, only to the spin-up and spin-down non-spin-flip reflectivities, which
are functions of the nuclear and magnetic scattering length density profiles. The magnetic
profile was deduced through modeling of the data with the NIST Refl1D software package.
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